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[1] A novel laser microparticle detector used in conjunction with continuous sample

melting has provided a more than 1500 m long record of particle concentration and size
distribution of the NGRIP ice core, covering continuously the period approximately from
9.5–100 kyr before present; measurements were at 1.65 m depth resolution,
corresponding to approximately 35–200 yr. Particle concentration increased by a factor
of 100 in the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) compared to the Preboreal, and sharp
variations of concentration occurred synchronously with rapid changes in the d18O
temperature proxy. The lognormal mode m of the volume distribution shows clear
systematic variations with smaller modes during warmer climates and coarser modes
during colder periods. We find m  1.7 mm diameter during LGM and m  1.3 mm during
the Preboreal. On timescales below several 100 years m and the particle concentration
exhibit a certain degree of independence present especially during warm periods, when m
generally is more variable. Using highly simplifying considerations for atmospheric
transport and deposition of particles we infer that (1) the observed changes of m in the ice
largely reflect changes in the size of airborne particles above the ice sheet and (2) changes
of m are indicative of changes in long range atmospheric transport time. From the
observed size changes we estimate shorter transit times by roughly 25% during LGM
compared to the Preboreal. The associated particle concentration increase from more
INDEX
efficient long range transport is estimated to less than one order of magnitude.
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1. Introduction
[2] Ice cores provide a wealth of paleoclimatic information including records of windblown mineral aerosol (hereinafter dust). Among all deposited components this
atmospheric constituent has a special quality because not
only its concentration but also the size distribution of its
insoluble fraction is preserved. As East Asian deserts have
been identified as the dominant source area for dust trans1
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ported to Greenland [Biscaye et al., 1997; Kahl et al., 1997;
Svensson et al., 2000; Bory et al., 2002], archives may hold
specific information about atmospheric transport in particular. Particulates found in Greenland ice overwhelmingly
derive from the insoluble fraction of dust (hereinafter
particles) [e.g., Thompson, 1977].
[3] Dust concentrations in ice cores vary by a factor of
100 between the Holocene and the Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM) in central Greenlandic ice [Steffensen, 1997; Fuhrer
et al., 1999]. Continuous particle and Ca2+ measurements in
the Renland ice core [Hansson, 1994] and continuous Ca2+
measurements in the GISP2 and GRIP ice cores [Mayewski
et al., 1994; Fuhrer et al., 1999] have shown that during
rapid climatic transitions the dust concentration varied
synchronously with the d18O temperature proxy. Explana-
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tions for the pronounced increase in dust concentration in
cold periods include changed atmospheric conditions [Petit
et al., 1981, 1990] and intensified sources [Fuhrer et al.,
1999]. Further specification of this general inference, however, remains difficult as the observed dust concentrations
are a combined result of a number of entangled mechanisms
ranging from dust mobilization in the source areas over
uplift and long range transport to deposition onto the ice
sheet. Fuhrer et al. [1999] discussed some of the relevant
processes, but the fact that changes of source aridity, surface
wind speed, uplift, transport, and deposition may all have
varied jointly on similar timescales [Porter and Zhisheng,
1995; Wang et al., 2001] makes it very difficult to assess
their relative importance. As yet, only limited clarification
can be expected from modeling approaches because current
dust models, although having improved considerably, still
are unable to reproduce accurately the change in dust
concentration observed in polar ice cores and cannot confidently resolve the individual processes involved [Andersen et al., 1998; Mahowald et al., 1999; Tegen and Rind,
2000]. Also, models do not provide an adequate description
of the mixing mechanisms in the lower atmospheric boundary layer over ice sheets which play an important role in
dust deposition.
[4] Size distribution measurements on particles in polar
ice cores have shown that the bulk of the particle volume
can be described by a single lognormal distribution with a
modal diameter around 1.5 to 2.0 mm [Royer et al., 1983].
This mode is found to be fairly robust in remote regions
worldwide [Zdanowicz et al., 1998]. But small systematic
shifts have been observed on various timescales in ice cores
from Greenland as well as from Antarctica [e.g., Steffensen,
1997; Delmonte et al., 2002]. As particle size distributions
may be indicative of atmospheric transport times it may be
possible to use this information to gain further insights into
the past dust cycle. But size distribution measurements are
scarce. So far they have been performed only in a discontinuous spot check manner using microscopy or the well
established Coulter counting technique. For Greenland,
Steffensen [1997] found a tendency towards larger modal
diameters for colder climates, which are also associated with
higher dust concentrations in ice cores.
[5] The interpretation of particle size measurements is not
straightforward. Dry and wet removal during long range
transport is generally size fractionating [Junge, 1977]; as
well, in-cloud processing may occur [Wurzler et al., 2000],
and particles may be further size-fractionated on transfer
from air to snow [Unnerstad and Hansson, 2001]. Quantification of these processes is difficult, and our current
understanding about how different climatic situations may
have influenced the particle size distribution is limited.
Also, the forward modelling of particle size distributions
is not very accurate. Dust modules for general circulation
models (GCM) work with one or only few size classes (e.g.
four classes covering the range from 1 to 100 mm [Tegen
and Fung, 1994]) and cannot resolve fine shifts of the
mode.
[6] So far, no continuous ice core record of particle size
distribution covering the last glacial period has been published. Here we present a comprehensive particle profile
from the North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) deep
ice core, drilled at (75.1N, 42.3W) in central Greenland

about 300 km north of the summit region. The record is
from 1405 m to 2930 m depth and spans the period from
9.5 kyr to 100 kyr before present (bp), i.e. it includes the
Pleistocene to Holocene transition and most of the last
glacial period. The core was analyzed continuously for
insoluble particle concentration and size distribution using
a new laser based sensor coupled to a continuous flow
system. To interpret the observed changes in particle size,
we present a simple model picture that describes the
modification of a particle size distribution during long range
transport and deposition.

2. Methods
2.1. Measurements
[7] The measurement procedure and the laser based particle detector have already been described by Ruth et al.
[2002] and therefore are only briefly outlined here. However,
the particle size calibration will be covered in greater detail.
The measurements took place in a warm laboratory (18C)
during the NGRIP-2000 field campaign. Continuous sections of ice core were melted in a controlled fashion along
the core direction, and the melt water was passed through
established continuous flow analysis (CFA) systems [e.g.,
Röthlisberger et al., 2000; M. Bigler, dissertation in preparation, University of Berne] and to a particle counter. For
decontamination purposes the abutting faces of the core
sections were carefully cleaned using a stainless steel microtome blade. In addition, the melter had two concentric
sections, and only the uncontaminated meltwater from the
inner section was used for the analyses as described by
Röthlisberger et al. [2000]. Peristaltic pumps and teflon
tubings were used to feed the water into the detection units.
Debubblers were used to eliminate air bubbles.
[8] In our measuring procedure the size distribution data
were accumulated over 1.65 m intervals (corresponding to
approximately 35– 200 yr, see below), while the particle
concentration also was recorded at an effective depth resolution of 1.0 cm [Ruth et al., 2002]. Count rates were
converted to concentrations using regular flow rate measurements. To avoid coincidence distortion of the particle counting the sample flow of glacial age ice was reduced to
approximately 0.15 ml min1; however, to maintain an
optimal flow rate of 1.5 ml min1 through the detector the
sample was added to prefiltered (0.2 mm) carrier water
(dilution). Dilution was performed below 1494.9 m depth,
i.e. for ice from the Younger Dryas period and older; in this
case, the volume of ice core liquid consumed for each 1.65 m
section was approximately 6 ml.
2.2. Size Calibration of the Particle Sensor
[9] The particle detection is based on laser light attenuation by single particles. The sample water is pumped
through an illuminated detection cell, where each particle
is detected as a negative peak of transmitted light. The
peaks are counted and sorted by height into channels, that
can be adjusted to appropriate size intervals. Twelve channels were used in this application.
[10] The interrelation of peak height and particle size is
complex as both geometric shadowing and scattering processes are involved. Shadowing depends on geometric
particle cross section, and therefore on a combination of
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Figure 1. Size distributions by volume used for calibration. Coulter Counter (CC) data in thin lines,
laser sensor (LS) data in bold lines. The laser sensor data is shown after the adjustment of its size axis.
The rise at the left end of the Coulter Counter curves is due to noise as the lower size limit is reached.
Listed is also the lognormal mode m of the distributions as derived from CC and LS data. Calibration for
measurements without sample dilution is based on the Preboreal sample (A); calibration for
measurements with sample dilution is based on the other four samples (B).
particle volume, shape and orientation. Scattering in addition depends on optical particle properties and features
nonlinearities between particle size and scattered light
intensity. Only for particles larger than 7 mm diameter
geometric shadowing dominates enough to allow a calibration with latex spheres of known diameter. In the remaining
main part of the spectrum scattering becomes increasingly
important, and a size calibration with latex spheres is
inaccurate because dust particles have different scattering
properties than latex spheres of identical volume, predominantly due to their nonspherical shape [Saey, 1998].
[11] Therefore, a size calibration was achieved indirectly
through comparison with measurements obtained using a
Coulter Counter, which measures the particle volume
directly and independently of shape. At selected depths,
NGRIP ice core samples were also measured with a Coulter
Counter, and the laser sensor size axis was adjusted until the
laser sensor and Coulter Counter data showed optimal
correspondence. Samples from five different climatic periods (Preboreal Holocene, Younger Dryas (YD), Allerød,
LGM, and pre-LGM cold glacial (CG)) were used for the
calibration, thus the full concentration range was covered.
Hereby the lower detection limit was recognized at 1.0 mm
diameter, and proper sizing showed possible between 1.0
and 11 mm. The total particle concentrations agreed within
approximately 5% to Coulter Counter measurements.
[12] During the calibration process it was discovered that
the dilution setup had had a modifying influence on the size
distribution, probably due to coagulation of particles in a
mixing cell with turbulent flow. Therefore, the measurements of Preboreal Holocene ice (undiluted) and glacial age
ice (diluted) were calibrated separately. Figure 1 shows the
volume distribution spectra used for the two calibrations.
The Preboreal sample was used to calibrate the measurements above 1494.9 m depth, that were done undiluted (A).
For the calibration of the measurements below this depth the
other four samples were used altogether for one separate

calibration (B). After the adjustment of the laser sensor size
axis, the data sets of the two counters show good accordance. Differences between the laser sensor and the Coulter
Counter data may result from the fact that the Coulter
Counter data covers only 0.55 m out of the 1.65 m long
section measured with the laser sensor so that the underlying size distributions possibly indeed slightly differed in
the respective samples. For calibration (B) the differences in
the underlying sample populations may be expected to
counterbalance each other as several samples could be used
for one calibration.
2.3. Data Parametrization
[13] A lognormal function was used to parametrize the
volume distribution data:
1 ln dln m 2
dV
V0
e2ð ln s Þ ;
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d ln d
2p ln s

where V0 is the amplitude, m the mode and s the standard
deviation of the distribution. Because the width of the size
channels was quite large the fit procedure iteratively
accounted for the modeled distribution within each channel.
Furthermore, the relative quadratic error was minimized
thus assigning equal weights to all channels. The first nine
channels were considered for fitting, i.e. particles between
1.0 mm and 7.5 mm diameter.
[14] Other parameters are sometimes used to characterize
a particle size distribution: The volume Vc of coarse particles
(d > dc) is used as well as the relative coarseness as Vc/Vtot; dc
was chosen as 7.5 mm in our study. The parameters ‘mean
volume diameter’ (MVD) and ‘mean number diameter’
(MND) as e.g. used by Zielinski [1997] denote the mean
diameter with respect to volume or number. These parameters highly depend on the covered size range and thus are
intercomparable only for identically treated data sets. Furthermore, the MVD was found to be ambiguous in our data:
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At high concentrations it tended to be in phase with changes
of the mode m and in antiphase with the relative coarseness
(i.e. it depended on the size of small particles); yet at low
concentrations it tended to be in antiphase with the mode and
in phase with relative coarseness (i.e. it depended on the
abundance of large particles). For these reasons, neither
MND nor MVD are used in this study.
[15] Because a considerable portion of the mass is contributed by the small particles below the detection limit of
approximately 1.0 mm, mass concentrations reported in this
paper are derived as follows: For d > m the total measured
particle volume Vmd > m is taken by summation of all relevant
channels or fractions thereof; for d < m the volume is taken
from the fitted lognormal distribution, i.e. Vtot = Vmd > m +
0.5  V0. Subsequently, the total mass concentration is
inferred by assuming a material density of 2.6 g cm3
[Sugimae, 1984].
2.4. Measurement Errors
[16] Occasionally, sections were affected from system
malfunction and were excluded from further processing. A
few sections showed a very high concentration of large
particles possibly resulting from contamination and were
also excluded. The measurement blank for small particles
was below 15% of the count rate for most low concentration
samples and was negligible in high concentration samples.
For coarse particles (d > 7.5 mm) the blank relative to
sample count rates was higher and more variable; since for
these particles counting statistics also deteriorate, caution
must be taken when interpreting the volume of the coarse
fraction. The error on the total number concentration for all
particles is predominantly due to flow rate uncertainties and
is estimated to typically 5% – 10%. The uncertainty of total
volume or mass concentration as due to flow rate and size
calibration uncertainties is estimated to be about 15% – 20%.
[17] The exact determination of the particle sizes is
hindered by the influence of the flow set up on the size
distribution, which may not be constant and therefore not at
all times be fully compensated for by the calibration.
Further, the calibration is affected from the fact that the
Coulter Counter data covers only part of the sample
population measured with the laser sensor, which may
explain the difference of about 0.1 mm between the fit
parameter m when derived from the Coulter Counter or
the laser sensor data (see Figure 1). The difference in m that
result from using calibration A or B for any given sample
was typically around 0.04 mm. The analytical uncertainty of
the fit is variable and lies in the range from 0.01 mm to 0.1
mm diameter. We therefore estimate the possible error for m
to be generally around 0.1 mm diameter; it may be larger for
the Holocene samples, where only one calibration sample
exists and also the uncertainty of the fit is large. Double
measurements on ice from the YD-Holocene transition, one
time performed without and the other time with the dilution
setup, yielded a discrepancy in m of up to 0.1 mm, which
supports the above estimates.

3. Results
3.1. Size Distributions
[18] Four individual volume size distributions are shown
in Figure 2 for illustration. They are representative for

Figure 2. Individual size distributions by volume from
different climatic periods along with lognormal fits. a:
1831.50 – 1833.15 m (LGM); b: 2075.70 – 2077.35 m (S9);
c: 2121.90 – 2123.55 m (IS10); d: 1460.25 – 1461.90 m
(Preboreal). Indicated is the position of the mode and the
uncertainty of the fit [a: (1.73 ± 0.02) mm; b: (1.65 ± 0.06)
mm; c: (1.54 ± 0.05) mm; d: (1.21 ± 0.11) mm].
different climatic periods, namely LGM (a), Stadial (S) S9
(b), Interstadial (IS) IS10 (c), and Preboreal Holocene (d).
The samples span a concentration range of more than two
orders of magnitude for particles smaller than 7.5 mm. For
coarse particles larger than 7.5 mm the concentration range
of the four samples is less than one order of magnitude and
is not strictly correlated to the concentration of small
particles.
[19] The respective lognormal fits are also shown in
Figure 2, and the position and uncertainty of the mode m
are indicated. The fits describe the measured distributions
very well for high concentration samples. For low concentration samples the description is still satisfactory, however
deviations of the data from the ideal model distribution are
larger. It may also be noticed that with higher concentrations
the mode tends to get coarser whereas the width of the
distribution tends to decrease.
3.2. Profiles
[20] Particle concentration and size distribution parameters
of all samples are plotted as depth profiles in Figure 3. Shown
are the insoluble particle number concentration CN, mass
concentration CM, lognormal mode m of the volume distribu-
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Figure 3. Profiles of microparticle concentration and lognormal size distribution parameters m
(diameter) and s. Number concentration is based on counts of particles larger 1.0. Gaps arise either from
missing data or from data that did not allow for a proper lognormal fit. Selected climatic periods are
labeled: Preb = Preboreal Holocene, YD = Younger Dryas, B/A = Bølling/Allerød, LGM = Last Glacial
Maximum; numbers refer to Dansgaard/Oeschger-events. The data of the bottom two panels was
truncated at the dashed line indicated.

tion, and lognormal standard deviation s. The concentration
profiles clearly exhibit all climatic events known from the
Greenlandic GRIP and GISP2 deep ice core records [Johnsen
et al., 1997; Grootes and Stuiver, 1997], some of which have
been labeled in the figure. In particular, the stadial-interstadial
fluctuations (or Dansgaard-Oeschger (D/O)-events) are
clearly resolved. Periods of low particle concentrations
correspond to warm phases while cold phases correspond to
high particle concentrations. Concentrations are lowest during Preboreal Holocene (CN  1  104 ml1 or CM  70 mg
kg1) and highest during LGM (CN  1  106 ml1 or CM 
8000 mg kg1). This compares well to the reported particle
mass concentrations from the GRIP core of 50 mg kg1 and
8000 mg kg1 for Preboreal and peak-LGM respectively
[Steffensen, 1997]; discrepancies may be due to differences
in the methods of measurement and data evaluation and need
not be of geographical origin. The relative changes of the
mass concentrations we observe across D/O-transitions range
from a factor of 5 to 18 and are typically around 8.
[21] As expected, the overall appearance of the particle
concentration profile closely resembles the continuous Ca2+
concentration profile from the GRIP core [Fuhrer et al.,
1999]. This means that the soluble and insoluble fractions of
dust varied largely alike. However, systematic changes of
the Ca2+/particle ratio by a factor 2 have been observed
[Steffensen, 1997; Ruth et al., 2002].

[22] The close correspondence of the particle profile to
the GRIP Ca2+ or d18O profiles permits to establish a
provisional timescale for our NGRIP particle profile by
matching respective climatic events and transferring the
GRIP SS09 timescale [Johnsen et al., 1997] to the NGRIP
core. Thereby we infer that the time spanned by each 1.65 m
section ranges from 35 to 200 years. We also infer that the
concentration changes at D/O-transitions may have happened within 100 years or less.
[23] The mode m of the particle size distribution shows
considerable systematic variability throughout the record,
and most major climatic events as identified from the
concentration profiles are also visible in the size distribution. These are, in particular, the YD and B/A periods, and
the most prominent D/O-events; but also smaller D/Oevents or the LGM as a whole are identifiable in the
profile. Typical values for m in the Preboreal are around
1.3 mm diameter; and peak values exceed 1.7 mm during
LGM. Typical values within the Pleistocene are around 1.6
mm during cold periods and may decrease to values
around 1.4 mm or less during interstadial warm periods.
A marked increase of the mode can be noticed between
2600 m and 2500 m depth, which corresponds to the
transition from Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 5 to MIS 4.
Below this depth (i.e. during MIS 5) m is generally about
0.2 mm smaller than above. During corresponding periods
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more than 2 during the warm periods of MIS 5 (below 2550
m depth). This indicates that in warm climates the mode
was more variable within the 35– 200 year period covered
by each 1.65 m section. At these times m shows a large
point-to-point variability, which suggests increased variability also on longer timescales, however only with marginal
significance.
3.3. Systematic Changes of the Mode
[26] Figure 3 shows that the mode tends to increase with
larger particle concentrations. A systematic plot of these two
parameters is shown in Figure 4a, where data are averaged
to 200 years resolution to reduce the point-to-point scatter
for periods with higher layer thickness (and thus less time
spanned by each sample). A clear positive correlation is
exhibited. It also can be noted that the spread of the mode is
smaller by a factor of 3 for high compared to low particle
concentrations. Coarser modes and smaller spread for high
concentration samples are also observed if the data are
averaged over climatic periods (Figure 4b).
3.4. Detailed Profile Section
[27] A closer look at rapid transitions may bring further
insights into the dust regime. Figure 5 shows the enlarged
profile from IS 9 through IS 12 with size distribution
parameters, particle concentration, and d18O (isotope data:
personal communication from NGRIP-members, unpublished data). Cold periods very clearly show high particle
concentrations and vice versa. Further, almost all high
concentration periods are concurrent with large modes;

Figure 4. Correlation of the mode m and the mass
concentration CM. a: All data has been averaged such that
each data point represents 200 years. b: All data has been
averaged over climatic periods; circles denote warm
periods, squares denote cold periods. A logarithmic trend
line is also shown.
we find modes that are smaller than those of Steffensen
[1997] by 0.2 mm.
[24] The switching of the mode between states may
happen as fast as the concentration changes, but it is not
always as evident. Further, m tends to be more variable
(point-to-point variation) when dust concentrations are low.
This higher variability persists even when the data are
averaged over equally long time periods; so it is not a
consequence from formal counting statistics nor from the
fact that low concentration samples systematically cover
shorter time spans.
[25] The lognormal standard deviation also shows systematic variations. It ranges from about 1.55 during LGM to

Figure 5. Detail from profiles showing various rapid D/Otransitions. Shown are size distribution parameters s and m,
number concentration CN, and d18O (data is personal communication from NGRIP-members). Shaded areas emphasize interstadials as inferred from the profiles of m and s.
Circles mark instances where the timing of a transition may
be inferred differently from m and s or respectively from VN
and d18O. The arrow points to a transition where m seemingly
shows other timing than s and CN. Numbers in the bottom
panel indicate interstadials.
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however, not all periods with low concentrations are
accompanied by smaller modes, and during low concentration periods the mode is more variable. This shows an
independence of m and V which is especially pronounced
during warm periods.
[28] The fact that the mode is more variable during warm
periods may cause confusion when determining the exact
point of a transition. One such occasion at the beginning of
IS 11 is marked in Figure 5 with an arrow. Here, the size
distribution shifts synchronously with the concentration into
the ‘‘warm’’-state as can be seen from the profile of s.
However, its increased variability allows the mode to stay
large for two more samples (corresponding to roughly 200
years). Only the increased values for s show that the
individual dust events contributing to the multiyear samples
were already more variable with respect to particle size, as
is typical for warm periods. Therefore, D/O-transitions seem
to show more clearly in s than in m.
[29] Another observation is that there may indeed be a
difference in the particular time when a transition occurs in
the concentration and in the size distribution of particles
(circles in Figure 5). No systematic leads or lags seem to
occur, but shifts range up to ±200 years. This again shows
some independence of the processes influencing the particle
concentration or size distribution. The independence is
observed especially during warm periods, and it vanishes
if the data are averaged for several centuries.
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Figure 6. Conceptual illustration of the model picture.
The airborne particle size distribution with mode msource at
the source is changed rapidly during uplift until mref is
reached. Here, per definition, long range transport across
source-free areas starts. During long range transport the
mode decreases slowly owing to size fractionating depletion
processes. Because the transit time t during cold climates is
shorter than during warm climates the mode mair of airborne
particles at the ice sheet is larger during cold climates.
During deposition the mode is shifted slightly towards
larger particles leading to mice. Upper indices ‘cold’ and
‘warm’ denote cold and warm climatic states, respectively.

4. A Simple Model Picture
[30] The atmospheric dust cycle starts with the production
of wind-erodible material in the source areas by weathering
processes [Pye, 1987]. The amount of dust entrained into
the atmosphere depends on the frequency and strength of
surface winds [Gillette et al., 1980], the mobility of the dust,
and the size of the source areas. The geographical overlap of
source regions and long range transport zones may be
another important factor [Chylek et al., 2001]. The transport
of dust depends on long range atmospheric circulation
patterns, which in turn are influenced by e.g. global heat
distribution or the ice cover of land and ocean [Krinner and
Genthon, 1998]. Transport efficiency depends on processes
removing aerosol en route. Finally, air-to-snow transfer of
dust depends on wet and dry deposition processes [Davidson et al., 1996].
[31] From ice cores and from other paleoclimatic archives
it has been inferred that atmospheric circulation during the
last glacial period differed from present day’s [e.g., Janecek
and Rea, 1985; Rea, 1994; Kapsner et al., 1995; Lamy et
al., 1999; Lagroix and Banerjee, 2002]; in particular, an
increased westerly flow has been proposed for both the
northern and the southern hemispheres. On the hypothesis
that transit times control the size distribution, we will
estimate in the following the degree to which transport
needs to have been faster to explain the observed size
changes of particles. First however, we will investigate the
extent to which the observed changes may be due to
changed deposition conditions during different climates.
Hereby, our very simple approach clearly is far from
capturing reality in its complexity; but at least the direction
of the various effects and rough estimates of their magnitudes may be attained.

[32] For comparison of two climatic states in the following sections we use the upper index ‘cold’ to denote a cold
state and the upper index ‘warm’ to denote a warm state. A
conceptual illustration of our model picture sketched in
Figure 6.
4.1. Size Fractionation During Deposition
[33] Particles are transferred from the air to the snow by
dry and wet deposition [see, e.g., Alley et al., 1995]. Wet
deposition includes all precipitation related events and is
described by an effective wet deposition velocity vw. Dry
deposition processes include all sinks not directly related to
precipitation, i.e. mainly sedimentation, impaction, and
snow drift scavenging, and are summarized as an effective
total dry deposition velocity vd. We consider only multiyear
means (disregarding e.g. changed seasonality of precipitation [Werner et al., 2000]) and assume that the precipitation
rate equals the accumulation rate; then the deposition flux f
may be expressed as f = (vw + vd) cair = (eA + vd) cair with
e: scavenging ratio, i.e. particle concentration in new
snow divided by cair,
A: snow accumulation rate (in water equivalent), and
cair: airborne particle concentration.
[34] As a first order approximation particle size fractionation by dry deposition may be described by vd = kdn (d:
particle diameter, k and n: constants), although for large
particles vd may be rate limited through insufficient vertical
mixing. Wet deposition may be regarded as so efficient that
at least for sufficiently high precipitation rates its size
fractionating potential [Junge, 1977] is canceled; thus we
assume e independent from particle size. In this picture the
size distribution is shifted towards larger particles by dry
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deposition but not by wet deposition; consequently the
degree of modification depends on the ratio of dry and
wet deposition fluxes. Therefore, a change in the snow
accumulation rate will change the archived particle size
distribution [see also Unnerstad and Hansson, 2001].
[35] Assuming a unimodal, lognormal distribution defined
by hmair, si, the size distribution of particles in the air will
transform during deposition as hmair, si  (vw + vd). The mode
mice of the size distribution in the ice is found at the maximum
of this product and is given by


m
ln ice
mair



¼ ns2g

vd
kmnice
¼ ns2g
vw þ vd
Ae þ kmnice

where sg = ln s. The maximum shift in modal particle size
occurs if only dry deposition is active. In that extreme case
mice
2
mair ¼ expðnsg Þ; and with n = 2 (sedimentation) and s = 1.7
a ratio of 1.7 is obtained.
[36] Because the accumulation rate varied under different
past climates the particle size distribution shifts during
deposition were also different. To calculate the size shift
for two different accumulation rates we choose mair = 1.4
mm and assume constant values for n (n = 2), s (s = 1.7), k
(k = 8.3  107 m1s1 from Fuchs [1964]), and e. The values
vor e are not well known, but 0.2  106  e  2.0  106
seems probable as Davidson et al., [1996] find e = (0.65 ±
0.31)  106 for Ca2+ at Summit. For Awarm = 0.2 ma1 and
Acold = 0.5 Awarm, which reflects LGM vs. Preboreal
accumulation changes [Johnsen et al., 1997], we obtain
warm
warm
cold
 mcold
 mair
) of
a difference  = (mice
air )  (mice
6
 = 0.08 mm for e = 0.2  10 and  = 0.01 mm for e = 2.0 
106, which typically is about 1/4 of the absolute shifts
mice  mair in our calculations. Similar results are
achieved if more realistic calculations of vd are used
[Sehmel, 1980].
[37] These calculated differences only account for roughly
3% to 20% of the observed change of m of mice of approximately 0.4 mm. We therefore conclude that the observed
differences of m during different climatic periods predominantly result from changed airborne size distributions over
Greenland. This also holds true if typical coatings of
soluble salts (e.g. CaCO3) are assumed around the airborne
particles.
4.2. Size Fractionation During Emission and
Long-Range Transport
4.2.1. Emission
[38] Surface wind speed mainly influences the abundance of particles greater than 10 mm diameter but has
little effect on the size distribution of particles that may be
carried long distances [Gillette et al., 1974; D’Almeida
and Schütz, 1983]. Because we consider only particles
smaller than 10 mm we therefore assume that the size
distribution of airborne particles above the ground is
independent from the source strength. The mode of this
distribution be msource.
4.2.2. Long-Range Transport
[39] The change of particle concentration during long
range transport can be described by the term f  et/t, with
t: transit time between free troposphere at source and
deposition onto the ice sheet

t: residence time governed by depletion processes en
route, and
f: correction factor in our one-dimensional approach to
account for external mixing with particle free air
(dilution).
We assume tðd Þ ¼ ~vwHþ~vd , where H denotes the mixing
height, ~vw describes the depletion process en route due to
wet depletion and ~vd due to dry depletion. Dry depletion
again is assumed to be size fractionating according to ~vd =
kdn, and ~vw again is assumed to be so efficient that its size
fractionating effect is overridden.
of an air parcel hm0, si trans[40] Following the motion
~vw þ~vd
forms as hm0 ; si  f  et H . The resulting distribution is
not exactly lognormal; however, the new mode m is characterized by:
 
~vd
m
t
¼ n  s2g 
ln
m0
t ~vw þ ~vd

ð1Þ

which reflects that m decreases with time during transport.
Simultaneously, the distribution gets narrower, i.e. sg also
decreases. Consequently, the change of m occurs more
rapidly at the beginning, when sg is large.
[41] We now compare the size change during long range
transport under a cold and warm climatic state starting from
a common reference size distribution with the mode
warm
in the free troposphere upon uplift. With
mref = mcold
ref = mref
the assumption of identical initial widths of distributions
= sgwarm), dry deposition mechanisms (ncold = nwarm),
(scold
g
cold
= ~vdwarm), and mixing heights
dry deposition strengths (~vcold
d
mair
cold
warm
) the ratio mwarm of the airborne modes at the ice
(H = H
air
sheet can be deduced from equation 1 as
!
 cold 

mair
mwarm
t cold
1

ln warm
¼  ln air
mair
mwarm
t warm
ref

ð2Þ

cold warm
thus linking mair
/mair with tcold/twarm (Figure 7). Since we
have only limited knowledge about mref, three different values
warm warm
warm
/mref : All are based on mair
=
have been applied for mair
1.3 mm, which is the average mode we observed for the
Preboreal; based on data from D’Almeida and Schütz [1983]
has been taken as 2.5
and Wagenbach and Geis [1989] mwarm
ref
mm, 3.2 mm and 4.0 mm respectively.
warm
as based on
[42] In Figure 7 typical ratios of mcold
air /mair
our measurements have been marked for LGM vs. Preboreal
and Stadial vs. Interstadial after a 10% correction for
different deposition scenarios was made. With the assumption that differences in long range transport account for
these size changes the implied ratio of transit times can be
read from Figure 7. Our model suggests tcold/twarm  0.75
for the LGM vs. Preboreal and tcold/twarm  0.9 for the
Stadial vs. Interstadial comparisons respectively. These
reasonable values support the hypothesis that a variable
transit time may indeed have caused the observed particle
size changes.

4.3. Implications From Size Changes for
Concentration Changes
[43] The estimated ratio of transit times tcold/twarm imposes limits on dust concentration change associated with
changed long range transport. The concentration change
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higher surface wind speeds or increased source aridity, as
these do not cause a change of the size distribution.
[46] The increase of airborne dust concentration due to
higher wind speed and a reduced hydrological cycle during
the LGM compared to present day has been calculated by
Andersen and Ditlevsen [1998] as well as Tegen and Rind
[2000]; their calculations suggest increases of 2-fold and 4fold, respectively. The similarity of these values to our own
estimates, which are based only on the observed size
changes and a number of independent assumptions, supports
the hypothesis that changes in transit times may have
controlled the size distribution of microparticles in polar
ice cores.

5. Comparison With Other Ice Core Records

Figure 7. Implications from observed size changes mcold/
mwarm for the change in transit times tcold/twarm. Curves
consider different scenarios for mref. Shaded areas mark
LGM vs. Preboreal and Stadial vs. Interstadial (D/O)
changes, respectively.

[47] Much attention has been given to the question
‘‘whether particles were larger during Holocene or LGM’’.
However, this unspecific formulation allows for several
confusions. Firstly, the answer depends on the size parameter considered because various size parameters behaved
differently. In our data set we find instances where, for
example, the mode increases, absolute coarseness stays
unchanged, relative coarseness decreases, and the mean
volume diameter remains unchanged. Therefore, the size
parameter considered must always be specified. Secondly,
the stated question may be confused with the one
‘‘whether particles were larger in conjunction with high

resulting from varying long range transport between
cold
cold
and warm
warm periods
may be assessed as ðCCwarm Þ ¼
warm cold
f cold
t
t
t
cold warm
/C
as
f warm  expðtwarm ð1  tcold twarm ÞÞ. To calculate C
a function of tcold/twarm a number of parameters must be
estimated. For dilution with particle free air f 1/s is taken
where s is the transversal
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ width of the airborne dust plume.
Assuming s ¼ D=t and no change of eddy diffusion
constants D yields f cold/f warm = (tcold/twarm)1/2. The scaling
warm
can be estimated from equation 1 by
factor twarm/twarm
mair
m
1:3mm
, n = 2 (sedimentation), sg = ln 1.7,
taking m ¼ mwarm  3:2mm
0
ref
~
~vw during warm climates, which
and by assuming
v

d
warm
renders tt warm ¼ 3:2.
[44] In Figure 8 the resulting Ccold/Cwarm is shown as a
function of tcold/twarm for two different assumptions of
twarm/tcold: First, twarm/tcold = 1 is taken for curve (A),
i.e. Ccold/Cwarm resulting from changed transit times only.
For curve (B) the residence times were also varied, which is
more realistic; to estimate twarm/tcold in this case it was
assumed that H cold = H warm, and ~vdcold = ~vdwarm; ~vwcold/~vwwarm
was interpolated between 1 (no change) and 0.5 (for LGM
vs. Preboreal) to account for reduced wet depletion en route
during LGM [Andersen and Ditlevsen, 1998]. This leads to
tPreb/tLGM = 0.75 and gives values for C cold/Cwarm of 5
for LGM vs. Preboreal and 2 for a typical D/O transition.
[45] Compared to the observed concentration increases in
our data of 100-fold from Preboreal to LGM it is evident
even from our rough estimate that other processes must
have contributed more effectively to the concentration
increase than did changes of atmospheric circulation. These
other processes may have included source strength intensification through an increased frequency of dust storms,

Figure 8. Proposed concentration change Ccold/Cwarm as a
function of changed transit time tcold/twarm for two scenarios
of tcold/twarm. (A): no change of residence times; (B):
reduction of wet removal during LGM as described in the
text; extrapolations are dashed. Shaded areas mark probable
values for tcold/twarm for LGM vs. Preboreal and D/O
transitions as inferred from Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Correlation of CM and m in different ice cores
from Greenland (solid lines) and from Antarctica (broken
lines). a: NGRIP (this work); b: GRIP [Steffensen, 1997]; c:
Dye3 [Steffensen, 1995]; d1: EPICA Dome-C, Holocene
data until mid-transition (younger than 14.5 kyr bp)
[Delmonte et al., 2002]; d2: EPICA Dome-C, glacial age
data starting mid-transition (older than 14.5 kyr bp)
[Delmonte et al., 2002]; e: Dome-C (Holocene and glacial
samples) [Petit et al., 1981]; f: Vostock (Holocene and
glacial samples) [De Angelis et al., 1984]. For (e) and (f )
mass concentrations were inferred from the number
concentrations reported using a conversion deduced from
Delmonte et al. [2002].
or with low particle concentrations’’; the necessity for this
differentiation has become apparent at least for Antarctica
from recent work (see below).
[48] Regarding the dependance of the mode on particle
concentration, observations from the Greenlandic Dye3
[Steffensen, 1995] and GRIP [Steffensen, 1997] ice cores
during the last glacial resemble each other closely with
respect to both rate of increase as well as absolute level
(see Figure 9). In the NGRIP core we find a similar rate
of increase, but a lower absolute level, which may be due
to methodical or unknown geographical differences. For
Antarctica, in early size distribution measurements, Petit
et al. [1981] and De Angelis et al. [1984] did not
perform lognormal fits, but their examination of the data
suggested increasing modes with increasing particle concentration (Figure 9). Both find this trend for glacial as
well as for Holocene samples. However, new Antarctic
data by Delmonte et al. [2002] contains increasing modes
with increasing concentration only for glacial ice older
than the Antarctic Cold Reversal (older than 14.5 kyr
bp). Yet unexplained, the opposite behavior is clearly
exhibited for ice younger than 14.5 kyr bp; and
although particle modes increase with concentration in
Pleistocene ice they are still larger during Holocene than

during LGM, which may be an important clue for the
understanding of past southern hemisphere climate. This
probably had not been observed in the earlier Antarctic
work [Petit et al., 1981; De Angelis et al., 1984] due to
limited number and nonrepresentative selection of samples. For Greenland such a split behavior is not observed
based on the very few Holocene measurements published
[Steffensen, 1997; Zdanowicz et al., 2000]. The larger
absolute values of m in Antarctica compared to Greenland
may result from higher contribution of size fractionating
dry deposition due to a lower accumulation rate at the
Antarctic sites.
[49] Regarding the relative coarseness of particles in ice
cores, a greater relative abundance of large particles concurrent with high concentrations had been reported for
Antarctica [Petit et al., 1981] but a smaller one for Greenland [Steffensen, 1997]. However, like Steffensen [1997],
also Delmonte et al., [2002] find fewer large particles
during times of high concentrations. Since these new data
have a higher resolution than those of Petit et al. [1981], the
disagreement seems to be resolved. Also we find relatively
less large particles at high concentrations, so that it seems
evident that relative coarseness changed similarly in Greenland and Antarctica. Although findings for Greenland and
Antarctica are in accordance at least during the glacial
epoch the atmospheric systems transporting dust to the
polar ice sheets may have behaved very differently in the
northern and southern hemispheres; whereas in Antarctica
the abundance of large particles clearly must be driven by
atmospheric transport, in Greenland also other causes such
as varying contributions of proximal sources or of biological particles may be important.

6. Conclusions
[50] A laser microparticle detector was used for very
efficient counting and sizing of windblown dust particles
in the NGRIP ice core. A more than 1500 m long
continuous profile of particle concentration and size distribution is provided spanning the period approximately from
9.5– 100 kyr bp. The laser sensor was easy to handle and
proved suitable for field usage. It was possible to calibrate
the laser sensor for proper sizing of windblown dust particles. In future usage the flow system between melter and
sensor should be as short as possible and kept unchanged
throughout the measurements. Calibrations may be achieved
indirectly by forced agreement to Coulter counter measurements but should be based on multiple, identical samples
from different climatic periods, and should be verified.
[51] We find particle concentrations higher by a factor of
100 during LGM than during the Preboreal and concentration changes by typically a factor of 8 at the sharp
transitions of D/O-events. The mode m of the lognormal
size distribution varies systematically with a tendency
towards smaller particles during warmer climates. During
warmer climates the variability of the mode is higher, and
the standard deviation s also increases. The latter may be
due to increased variability of the size distributions in
events contributing particles for each multiyear sample.
[52] We base our interpretation of the particle size distribution on a highly simplified, but quantitative model of
atmospheric transport and deposition of dust. From this we
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suggest the mode of the distribution as indicating atmospheric transit times during transport from the source to the
ice sheet. Larger modes may indicate shorter transit times,
which may result from higher advection velocities and/or
shorter transport routes, i.e. changed atmospheric circulation patterns. Both may be related to changes in the position
of the Polar Front. From our data we estimate a 25%
shorter transit time during LGM than during the Preboreal.
We infer that circulation changes alone cannot account for
the observed particle concentration increase by a factor of
100. Therefore, other processes such as source intensification might predominately have caused this increase. The
synchronism of respective changes in the source areas with
changes of large scale atmospheric circulation patterns
suggests strong mediating mechanisms.
[53] During warm periods a tendency towards longer
transit times is inferred; and transit times were much more
variable during these periods. Conversely, atmospheric
circulation appears to have been more stable when providing faster transport during cold climates. This may reveal
the variability of the Polar Front with respect to the source
areas: During cold periods the Polar Front may have always
been located far enough south to provide fast transport from
the East Asian source areas to Greenland. During warmer
periods, the Polar Front may have been located generally
further north but was subject to occasional southward
excursions.
[54] The variability of transit times during warm periods
is - on timescales of up to several 100 years - not
connected to concentration changes, which may be controlled by variable source strength. This possible independence between dust production processes and long range
transport times may also be evident from occasional timing
differences of particle concentration and size distribution
parameters at rapid climatic transitions. This supports our
notion that source processes by themselves do not influence the size distribution of particles carried to Greenland.
It further suggests that source processes and long range
transport are two independent results from environmental
forcings.
[55] Clearly, the interpretation of particle size distributions in ice cores is limited through inadequate understanding of size fractionating processes. More accurate
model calculations for long range transport and particle
deposition are needed to check our findings and to draw
more differentiated conclusions from the size distribution
data. Particle size distribution measurements at high depth
resolution may assist the understanding of rapid climate
transitions during the last glacial period. Furthermore,
closer investigation of size distributions in Greenland during the Holocene are desirable for a comparison to the
newest Antarctic results. As insights on variability, timing
and the systematics of changes are benefits from continuous
measurements, these should always be preferred over discontinuous measurements.
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